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An understanding of wax composition is of utmost importance to explain the behavior of waxes in liquid oil structuring. In this research, seven waxes (rice bran wax, sunflower wax, bees wax, candelilla wax, carnauba Brazilian wax, carnauba wilde wax and berry wax) were chromatographically analyzed to determine their chemical profiles, which were subsequently linked to the rheological and crystallization behavior. The four most forthcoming chemical classes in each wax (hydrocarbons - HCs, free fatty acids - FFAs, free fatty alcohols - FALs and wax esters - WEs) were first separated using HPLC-ELSD, and the chain length of each component was then determined using GC-MS. We found that the HCs were attributed to the consistency and stability of the wax-based oleogels (a high critical stress and high consistency index). The long-chain WEs contributed to a strong crystal packing, expressing in a high viscous modulus, oscillation yield stress and flow yield stress. FFAs and FALs provide the important role to achieve a suitable limited solubility for the oil gelation. However, the strong hydrogen bonding between very long-chain primary alcohols (> 30 carbons) leaded to a cluster and precipitation of gelator molecules in the solvent and hinder the gelation. The results from our study provide an important contribution to the elucidation of wax components in structuring of liquid oils, which can be exploited to select the appropriate wax for several food applications.


